WELCOME TO THE HOME OF
AVIATION DATA MANAGEMENT

Horyzon is a specialized data management Software that supports Customer,
Supplier and Project administration
as well as comprehensive, Parts, Documentation and Drawing control and
management features. All your sales
activities can be managed thru the special RFP tool. With it’s unique Modular
structure, the Software can be customized to your individual needs and can
be easily adapted to any industries,
businesses and company structures.
Some Modules include aviation specific features that satisfy the regulatory
requirements for EASA Design-, and
Production Organizations. These revolutionary features are automating, your
internal check-, release- and revision
process for Changes and Repairs.

FEATURES

COMPANIES

RFP (REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL)

The module “Companies” includes a comprehensive Customer and Supplier management. It allows you to create and manage
Customers/Suppliers, to administrate Contact Persons and Addresses, assign specific
Customer/Supplier numbers and many other
features.

Effectively manage all your sales activities,
customer requests and proposals with the
module „Request for Proposal (RFP)“. Assign
responsible sales persons to RFPs, define due
dates, sign & release the proposals and order
confirmations directly within the tool.

PROJECTS
The „Projects“ module is a professional project administration tool. Projects are created
with just one click and assigned to customers
automatically. Assign individual roles and responsibilities within a project, manage your
project milestones and due dates.

DOCUMENTS
Standardized document management and
control is essential for an effective project development. All necessary tools are included
in the module “Documents”. You can create
new documents within seconds, choosing
from different customized templates and save
them automatically in the selected project
folders. The search and filter functionality
ensures that any file can be found promptly.
The module also includes an aviation specific
document release and revision process that
conforms to the EASA Part 21 requirements
for Design Organizations (DOAs). With this
special feature, a fully automated document
release and revision process is granted allowing you to speed up your processes.

PARTS
Create and control Standard Parts, Single
Parts, Assemblies and Kits. with this specific
“Parts” module. Link parts to drawings and
build up Assemblies or Kits automatically with
this tool. It also covers a automated revision,
configuration control and release process.

DRAWINGS
The “Drawings” module, is a complete drawing administration tool providing full control
over your design data. Create specific drawing types within specific projects and link
them with parts. It also comprises a release
and revision control protocol that satisfies the
EASA Part 21 requirements for Design Organizations (DOAs) and Production Organizations
(POAs).

AIRCRAFT TYPES
The module “Aircraft Types” is developed
specifically for Design Organizations (DOAs).
It includes the administration of aircraft types
inclusive definition of the Type Certification
Basis that is used for Changes and Repairs.
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